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Digital and Analytics creates disruptive opportunities
This is through the combination of 3 big shifts across technology, problem solving techniques and ways of working

Technology
shifts

Massive influx of data, computational
power and cloud based storage
Increase in network bandwidth and
connectivity through IoT
Significant cost reduction for sensors,
robotics and augmented reality

Advanced analytics
Artificial intelligence
and Machine learning

Problem
solving
techniques

New ways
of working

Agile delivery of
technology improvements
Enterprise agility

Design thinking
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Disruption occurring downstream of
industrial companies

What is
happening

Agriculture

Building materials

Power & Electricity

Aerial monitoring/satellite data
to improve farming efficiency
and yield

Platforms closer to end-customers
and ensure seamless experience

Value pools moving
downstream due to
distributed generation,
flexibility tools, reduction
of GHG emissions

IoT sensors to optimise
deployment of agrochemicals/
fertilisers

Building Information Modelling
(BIM) allows for easy modification
and sharing of critical
specifications

Omnichannel farmers wanting
personal and digital interaction

IoT integration of sensors into
materials to identify defects
DISGUISED CLIENT EXAMPLE

Build new ecosystems – Digital agriculture

Farming 4.0: Monsanto launched digital
platform FieldView to improve farmers'
operations

Customized Insights for Decision Making
View Field
Data in Real
Time

Combines farmers’ field data with real-time
and historic soil, crop and weather data to
help them efficiently manage their operations

New players are entering and developing the new energy ecosystem

E Cement player B: ‘Uber for cement’ app links customer, transporter
and client information optimized by GPS enabled machine learning

Data flow

Introduction of delivery transparency creates substantial uplift of customer experience
and ease of doing business

2 Mini CHP

3 Distributed storage

(e.g., community level)

Compare Data
Layers

(e.g., community level)

1a Solar PV
4 Platform to optimize

Open platform with data connectivity
agreements e.g., with John Deere

decentral power flows

Analyze Crop
Performance in
Season

Annual software subscription

6 B2B energy

mgmt. (e.g.,
lighting, HVAC,
storage, etc.)

1d Smart Home
5 EV

charging
station

Manage
Nitrogen
Applications

“Data science could be a $20 billion
revenue opportunity beyond the core
business of seeds and chemicals.”

1c Heating 1b Storage

28

Others: e.g., meters,
data monetization,
lighting, white goods
Centralized

Create Seeding
Prescription

– Monsanto 2013
SOURCE: Company website

New downstream pools
highly fragmented—
technology players
moving in

Distribution and transmission network1

7 RES, incl. direct

marketing

1 Link between platform and grid is illustrative - all elements of this chart typically with direct grid connection
Source: McKinsey
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The response so far has largely
been to experiment with pilots
This has been delivering encouraging results but limited scale

Only ~ 30% of surveyed organisations rolled
out digital manufacturing solutions…

….and the same pilot purgatory is
seen implementing IoT solutions

Companies piloting digital manufacturing solutions
Percent respondents

Companies piloting IoT solutions
Percent respondents

Advanced analytics
and artificial
intelligence

Actively
deploying

70

-41

29

29

30

61

Robotic
technologies

-37

24

Pilot phase (or advanced)
Rollout phase

41
Still piloting

Have yet to
pilot/are about
to start piloting

The experimentation posture is often driven by typical challenges of
large organizations

Perceived barriers to Digital transformation
Percent
50

Legacy systems

38

Organisational structure

33

Lack of collaboration

Recruiting the right talent

Lack of agile IT

27

26
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Key ingredients to transform into the ‘Industrial Company of the Future’

Strategy

a

Adopt a shaping posture

Domains

b

Get clear where the value is coming from to prioritize the domains to reinvent
CX design

Enablers

c
d

Dynamic pricing &
margin management

Value chain
reinvention

Technology

Data

Think of how to scale from day 1
Talent

Execution

Sales growth
optimisation

Agile Delivery

Invest as much in change as in technology
McKinsey & Company
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A. Companies often aren’t clear on their strategic posture, finding
themselves as followers or laggards

Laggard

Follower

Leader

Shaper

Focus on own value
chain step

Reliant on existing
examples and use cases

Willing to modernise
data & technology

Customer-back value
chain view

Prioritise short-term
stability

Only acts when peers
have already moved

Free up cash to invest

Deterred by initial
setbacks

Can be reluctant to
upgrade technology stack

Actively aware of
emerging trends and
consequences

Attracts and develops
best-in-class talent

Invests in own talent

McKinsey & Company
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A. Incremental enhancements are unlikely to create real
advantage
Relative changes in cash flow by AI adoption cohort
% change per cohort, cumulative
122

120

Shaper

100
80

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Customer-back value chain view
Free up cash to invest
Modernise data & technology

Attract talent
Actively shape the opportunity

60
40

Today
Today

Globalaverage
average
Global
netimpact
impact= =1616
net

20

Follower
10

0

▪ Focus on own value chain step

-20
2017

-23
2020

Source: McKinsey Global Institute

2025

2030

Laggard

▪ Prioritize short-term stability
▪ Deterred by initial setbacks
▪ Focused on defending legacy

Short-term
stability,
long-term
decline
McKinsey & Company
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A. Shapers that are gaining traction at scale are
typically adopting 1 of 4 transformation archetypes
Modernize Core
Commercial Processes

Digitize to
differentiate XP

Disrupt the channel

Create “Unicorns”

WHY
The purpose

Upgrade commercial capabilities &
drive expansion of margin & sales

Drive strategic differentiation
based on experience

Control end-customer relationship
& drive growth/margin

Create attractive new,
organic growth

WHAT
The focus

Embed analytics into core commercial
processes (e.g., pricing, sales)

Redesign & digitize customer
journeys (e.g., online ordering)

Go-direct to customer
(e.g., new platform)

Build & grow new business
models of scale

HOW
The approach

Commercial Analytics CoE

Studio/ Digital Factory

“Build on the side” & integrate later

In-house incubator

Use cases deployed to the
front-line with training

1-4 cross-functional squads
operating sprints (w/ releases)

Articulate channel strategy &
war-game channel conflicts

Cross-functional squads with
business development leadership

OUTCOMES

+1-2% Sales

20% → 80% Digital Interactions

Ownership of End-Customer

Business Creation@Scale

+1-3% Margin

+1-5%-pts Market Share

+1-3% Margin

Business Model Innovation
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Key ingredients to transform into the ‘Industrial Company of the Future’

Strategy

a

Adopt a shaping posture

Domains

b

Get clear where the value is coming from to prioritize the domains to reinvent
CX design

Enablers

c
d

Dynamic pricing &
margin management

Value chain
reinvention

Technology

Data

Think of how to scale from day 1
Talent

Execution

Sales growth
optimisation

Agile Delivery

Invest as much in change as in technology
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B. Typical commercial domains for reinvention

Sales growth
optimisation

Business model
innovation

Customer
experience design

Pricing and margin
management

Develop granular insights on
opportunities & offerings to
increase pipeline/conversion

Establish methodology to
rapidly develop MVPs and
shorten time-to-market

Unlock new services
revenue streams centred
around CX

Tailor pricing based on
deep customer insights
and past purchases

Dynamic allocation of sales
resources based on
algorithmic deal scoring

Install iteration based
continuous improvement
setup

Optimise integrated sales &
supply chain margin/mix based
on CX analytics and insights

Develop full transparency
of SKU margins and act
on underperformers

McKinsey & Company
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B: Be granular about understanding where the value is coming from
BU1
Domain

Commercial Levers

Sales growth
optimization

Up-/ cross-sell

APAC

Europe

BU2
NA

Total

APAC

Europe

BU3
NA

Total

APAC

Europe

BU4
NA

Total

APAC

Europe

NA

Total

Win-back optimization
Share-of-wallet increase
…

Pricing & margin
management

Transactional pricing
SME value pricing
Key account value pricing
…

Customer
experience
design

Customer retention
Churn management
….

Business model
innovation

Percentage of revenue from
non-product sales
….

McKinsey & Company
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B. Prioritise entire domains for re-invention rather than ‘spot’ use cases

Many pilots …
… nothing
transformed

Use-case forward

Business
domain
transformation

Unmet
needs

Strategy back

Economic
value

Process
waste

Competitive
position
McKinsey & Company
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Key ingredients to transform into the ‘Industrial Company of the Future’

Strategy

a

Adopt a shaping posture & 1-of-4 transformation archetypes to capture value

Domains

b

Get clear where the value is coming from to prioritize the domains to reinvent
CX design

Enablers

c
d

Dynamic pricing &
margin management

Value chain
reinvention

Technology

Data

Think of how to scale from day 1
Talent

Execution

Sales growth
optimisation

Agile Delivery

Invest as much in change as in technology
McKinsey & Company
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C. MVP – a bite-size transformation method
“Fattening”

MVP development: 4 months
Release
V1
Start
Product idea +
pilot customers

V2

V3

Prototypes

End-to
end

Release

Release

Release

MVP
live

McKinsey & Company
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C. Inject a set of
new capabilities
Develop a critical mass of business translators
skills
to bridge the world Business
of business
and technology
Role description

Business skills

A

Business leaders
Responsible for transformation across organisation

A

B

Business
leaders

Delivery
Managers

B

Responsible for data and analytics insights delivery and interface towards
end users

C
C

Data
architect

Business
translator

D

D

Visualisation
Analyst

E

Workflow
Integrator

F
Data
scientist

Visualisation analyst
Visualises complex relationships in the data and builds reports
and dashboards

E

Data
engineer

Business translator (typically 10% of each business unit)
The link between AA and business needs / requirements

H

G

Delivery managers

Workflow integrator
Builds interactive decision support tools and implements solutions

F

Data scientist
Develops best-in-class statistical models and algorithms

G

Data engineer
Collects, structures and analyses data

H
Technology skills

Analytics skills

Data architect
Ensures quality and consistency of present and future data flows

C. Shift to Agile (it is not optional)

Product
Designer owner
Data
engineer

Scrum
master

Developer
SME
Data
scientist

Digital
marketer

API
developer

Agile
coach

Not so easy
• Business owned
• Empowered
• Top talent
• Continuous delivery

Platform
architect

Easy
• Co-located
• Cross-functional
• Agile rituals

IT

McKinsey & Company
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C. Solving for development velocity – continuous delivery
Plan

Design

Build

Test

Release

Production

Agile development

Agile + continuous delivery

We have been investing 20% of our
IT budget for years in the
automation of IT development
processes.”
– Peter Jacobs, former CIO, ING

▪

All code including compile, deploy and test scripts need to be versioned automatically

▪

All testing needs to be automated as much as possible which includes user acceptance
testing, performance testing, resilience testing, etc.

▪

Penetration testing on all publicly exposed services need to take place and be automated

▪

Deployment needs to be automated and should automatically block any code being
deployed whenever one of the previous tests or steps failed
McKinsey & Company
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C. Expand to unstructured, external
and proprietary data sources
Gain advantage on customer and value chain insights
Mix of
structured and
unstructured
data

3
External data

Traditional core data

2
Market
reports

R&D
spend
Social
media

Customer details for segmentation & personalisation

Data from across
the business
Product
development

1
Traditional
structured data
Transactions
Customer details
CRM

Supplier
information

Supply
chain

Competitor
products

Integrated, commercial data
marts & analytics environment

Salesforce
/HR details

Satellite
images

Transactions and customer behaviour for
churn/cross sell

Internal sources from across the business:
Sales force HR and communication metadata to
understand drivers of salesforce excellence

Communication
metadata
Weather

Product portfolio optimisation taking into account R&D
spend/budget, product portfolio and sales

External data on ‘market potential’
Satellite data to identify shutdowns in refineries and
supply disruptions
Competitor product information to identify white
spaces & inform pricing

C. Link and contextualize data
Other context: weather,
satellite images, maps++
Maintenance logs,
ERP data

10,000 sensors
Operational data
in 50+ applications

A data platform with
successful
contextualization
reduces the need for
data engineering when
developing digital and
analytics use cases

3D models

P&IDs
Equipment
hierarchy
Sensor
metadata

Type

Compressor

Manufacturer

WILCO

S/N

89267000123

Bar, C, F, Hz

Sensor
values
McKinsey & Company
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C. Initially you need a simple functioning data stack, which will grow into
end-state as use cases are implemented
Example use case

Example of minimum required elements to start

Data sources:
All data is generated in its
original data source

Data sources

Data Ingestion: The data is extracted from the
data sources, either by batch or in real time and
must configure new data sources nimbly

Data integration

Data Storage:
The data is integrated and stored in the data lake
according to different zones

Data repositories

Data & compute services

Structured industrial
Real-time integration
Structured customer

Data Consumption:
Data is consumed by end users in multiple ways through different applications
either on a granular level or aggregated level

User environments

Data API Layer

Industrial & Enterprise
reporting

Model execution layer

Forecasting and Tracking

Analytics foundation tools

App development

DevOps Tools

Personalization and
promotions

Data lake

Manufacturing

Commercial
Structured commercial
Batch Data Engine
Unstructured (weather,
camera, sound)

…

Procurement and Backoffice
Master data management
Data mapping

Data applications

Digital dashboards

Data Governance: Management of (meta) data (e.g., mapping, glossary of business terms & definitions)

Advanced analytics

Analytics sandbox

Data security: Internal access management and external security

Infrastructure: Physical infrastructure for data layers, including storage spaces and capacity management
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Key ingredients to transform into the ‘Industrial Company of the Future’

Strategy

a

Adopt a shaping posture

Domains

b

Get clear where the value is coming from to prioritize the domains to reinvent
CX design

Enablers

c
d

Dynamic pricing &
margin management

Value chain
reinvention

Technology

Data

Think of how to scale from day 1
Talent

Execution

Sales growth
optimisation

Agile Delivery

Invest as much in change as in technology
McKinsey & Company
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D. Typical sequencing of a DnA led transformation starts with
defining a common vision and a focus on developing a talent strategy
Phase 1:
Strategy and diagnostic

Phase 2:
Proof of Value

6-12 weeks
Strategy

Phase 3:
Scale impact

4-6 months

12-18 months

Strategy and vision
alignment
Capability assessment
Business case and strategic
roadmap

Domains &
execution

Alignment and
communication

Talent
Talent strategy

Agile
delivery

Mobilization and business case/roadmap refinement
Solution 1 & 2 adoption and op model transition

Academy and CoE
setup
Wave 1

Capability building within the business units

Wave 2

Wave 3

Data

Wave 4

Solution 1 MVP

V2

V3

V4

Solution 2 MVP

V2

V3

V4

V1

V2

Solution 3 MVP

Technology

Scale change
management

Solution 3 adoption and op model transition

Tech architecture with integrated data platform and code pipeline

Data
strategy

Architecture and op. model
Data Lab 1

Data Lab 2

Additional
waves and
solutions

New tech capability building (e.g., continuous delivery, agile infra, cloud, cyber security)

New data capability building (e.g. E2E governance)
Data Lab 3

Data Lab 4

Additional data labs

McKinsey & Company
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D. 12 critical design choices to initiate the digital journey

Scale

1. Where will you find the talent, e.g., hire, upskill, contract or outsource?
2. How will we fund the transformation? Do current funding processes need to change?
3. How will we measure & track business impact? Metrics, frequency, forums?

4. What is the target and how do you cascade to BUs? How do you incentivise adoption?
5. How do roll in volume, i.e., ‘big bang’ vs. incremental?
6. How will you incentivise change to promote adoption?

Speed

7. How quickly do you scale the transformation? By project, BU, or whole business?
8. How quickly do you deliver use cases? linear waves, exponential waves or ‘big bang’?

9. Where do you apply agile ways of working to accelerate impact?

Delivery &
Sequencing

10. What is your collaboration model/approach, e.g., CoE, Studio, Business Build?
11. How do you sequence roll-out, i.e., tech-led vs. customer/commercially-led?
12. How do we utilise tech players, e.g., best-of-suite, best-of-breed, DIY?
McKinsey & Company
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a
b
CXO Narrative

c

Adopt a shaping posture
Get clear where the value is coming from
to prioritize the domains to reinvent
Think of how to scale from day 1

sverre_fjeldstad@mckinsey.com
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Invest as much in change as in
technology

